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The purpose of the present paper is to deal with
some recent developments in protective apparatus for
alternating-current systems, and to describe a number
of devices which have been omitted in recent papers
on the subject.

The descriptive matter relating to a number of useful
and interesting devices is available in scattered form in
the technical Press and in various patent specifications.
It is considered that these should, for comparative
purposes, be available in more collective form and mark
from time to time definite advances in the art.

Owing to rapid development in central station
capacity, protective gear has now to deal with more
severe conditions than heretofore. This has resulted
in the development of a number of devices having
different characteristics from the systems which have
been in general favour for the last few years. Also,
the increasing size of individual generating and trans-
forming units calls for an increase in sensitiveness and
a guarantee of stability not hitherto obtainable.
Protective gear is essentially a form of insurance,. and
money judiciously expended in this direction may be
considered a sound investment, as the expenditure
entailed is usually only a small percentage of the capital
outlay on the protected apparatus. This insurance is
effective in a double sense, as individual circuits and
apparatus are protected against complete destruction,
and continuity of supply on the system generally is
maintained.

Protective systems may be classed roughly under
the following headings :—

(1) Leakage protective or core-balance devices either
of the current, magnetic, or mechanically
balanced types.

(2) Interlocked discriminating devices such as are
applied to parallel feeder protection.
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(3)

(4)

(5)

Differential systems, the operation of which is
based 011 a difference in quantity or direction
of the current at each end or side of the pro-
tected circuit or apparatus.

Special cable designs which by their construction
partially or wholly function as protective
devices.

Reverse-power devices which operate when the
power flows in the opposite direction to that
normally intended.

(6) Simple overload devices which operate by excess
current.

The foregoing is a rough classification of the protec-
tive devices to be described below.

CORE BALANCE OR LEAKAGE PROTECTIVE SYSTEMS.

Devices of this type are usually dependent for their
inactive condition on a summing up of the currents in
a circuit.

This summation may be obtained in several ways.
A direct summation may be obtained by connecting
the series transformers in. star and the protective
devices in shunt to the "starred" transformers. A
balance may also be obtained magnetically. A third
method may employ the currents so as to obtain a
balance of forces by mechanical means.

Devices of this type form a simple, cheap, and efficient
means of protecting many parts of a system.

Fig. 1 shows one form of core-balancing applicable
to cases where three transformers on a polyphase system
are available. With this method of connection the
resultant current from two of the transformers is equal
and opposite to that flowing in the third transformer.
If the respective coils on the relay comprise an equal
number of turns and are oppositely connected, it will
be evident that magnetic balance will be secured.
This balance will be disturbed only if current flows in
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one phase which does not return by either of the other
phases. Core-balance systems of the magnetic type
cannot in themselves give protection against short-
circuits between phases ; but, where transformers on the

FIG. I.—Magnetic balance relay as leakage protective device.

individual phases are available, ultimate protection
can be given by the insertion of fuses in circuit with
certain of the transformers.

This also applies to the arrangement just described.

FIG. 2.—Ferraris disk employed as mechanically-balanced
leakage protective device, also capable of protecting against
unsymmetrical loading.

The insertion of fuses to give protection against the
short-circuit condition introduces a time element in
the operation of the protective device under conditions
in which the most rapid operation of the device is
required.

A solution of this problem has been attempted,
employing mechanically instead of magnetically balanced
protective devices.

One such solution due to the Allgemeine Elek-
tricitats Gesellschaft is shown in Fig. 2. This arrange-
ment employs a Ferraris disk with three inducing
magnets energized from the respective phases. Two of
the magnets tend to rotate the disk in one direction.
The third magnet is wound so as to give a torque equal
to the combined torque of the other two magnets, but
tending to cause rotation in the opposite direction.

If the phases are approximately balanced the resultant
effect is a static condition for the relay. Earth faults
on individual phases, and faults between an}' two
phases, alter the ratio of the currents which give this
static condition, with resulting operation of the device.
Other arrangements involving a three-arm mechanically

FIG. 3.—Biased leakage protective device which protects
against unsymmetrical loading.

balanced relay have been proposed by Merz and Price
giving similar protection.

With the various types of mechanically-balanced relays
difficulty is experienced in maintaining a balance of
the relay if a reasonably sensitive setting of the device
is desired.

The generality of circuits on polyphase systems are
not exactly balanced; consequently, to secure inaction
of the relay under normal circumstances high fault-
settings are required

A device intended to overcome this drawback is
shown in Fig. 3. Instead of employing a direct balance
in the mechanically balanced members, each member
comprises an operating and a restraining coil. Two of
the transformers are cross connected, and it will be
observed that the operating coil of one relay and the
restraining coil of the other relay are traversed by current
which has a value 73 per cent in excess of that carried
by the transformer on the third phase.
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The mechanical forces are equalized, however, by
winding the coils which are energized from the third
transformer with 73 per cent additional turns. However,
as a direct equalization of the forces is not desired, the
distance from the fulcrum to the restraining coil is
increased by, perhaps, 20 per cent over that accorded
to the operating coil. We now have a biased leakage
device which will not operate until the disturbance
of the phase balance is exceeded by a definite percentage
(20 per cent) either by leakages to earth on individual
phases or faults between phases, increased stability
being thereby obtained.

Operating
coil

Re$train.ine;
coil

Operating
coil

Restraining
coil

Magnetically
balanced

relay

FIG. 4.—Combined arrangement for protecting against leakage
and unsymmetrical loading.

Instead of employing the mechanically-biased beam
device the arrangement may preferably operate with
two Ferraris disks. By inserting a fuse in circuit with
any transformer the arrangement will protect against
oidinary overload.

A number of systems have the neutral point earthed
through a comparatively high resistance, limiting the
possible earth current on breakdown of a phase to
moderate values. On such systems a device which is
intended to protect against unsymmetrical loading, in
addition to leakage current, requires to have a reasonably
sensitive setting for earth faults.

Such an arrangement is shown in Fig. 4. This scheme
provides for the employment of the biased-relay principle
shown in Fig. 3 in conjunction with the leakage pro-

tective device described with reference to Fig. 1 to
form one relay. Instead of plunger beam relays, biased
Ferraris disks are shown. This combination admits of
instantaneous protection being given with faults between
phases or earth faults on individual phases. The relay
setting for the first-mentioned condition of fault may
be made without regard to the latter fault condition.
That is to say, the mechanically biased portion of the
relay may be biased to an extent sufficient to permit of
reasonable unsymmetrical loading of the phases without
operating the relay.

The magnetically balanced portion, however, may be
set to operate with small leakage currents to earth on
individual phases. The transformer arrangement shown
in Fig. 4 permits of the employment of both relay
types with one set of transformers. The current which
flows in lead 2 is composed of the resultant current on
A and B phases, and is equal in magnitude and opposite
in phase to the current in the transformer on C leg and
flowing in lead 4. It will be evident that the coils of
the magnetically balanced relay may be connected in
circuit with leads 2 and 4 and magnetic balance obtained.

The resultant current of the transformers on B and
C phases flows in lead 3 and has a 73 per cent greater
value than that flowing in lead 1. If the operating and

k£> Current
transformers

Reactive type
relay

resistance
FIG. 5.—Reactive-type relay employed as biased leakage

protective device.

restraining coils of the biased relay are connected in
circuit with leads 1 and 3 the device operates in exactly
similar manner to the arrangement described in Fig. 3.

A further application of the biased principle to
core-balancing devices is shown in Fig. 5. With this
transformer arrangement the equivalent of a simple cir-
culating-current system is obtained. Normally, the cir-
culating current flows straight through the two elements
of the reactive type relay and the shunting resistance,
the current direction being such that the relay remains
biased. Should a fault to earth develop, say on C phase,
the fault component of the current will flow along the
equipotential lead and through the No. 2 element of
the relay. As the fault current keeps increasing through
this local circuit the main circulating current gradually
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diminishes through element No. i and increases through
the shunting resistance. Ultimately, the fault current
reaches such a value that the whole of the main cir-
culating current is forced out into the shunting resist-
ance, and current flows in neither direction through
element No. i.

Further increase of fault current causes a portion to
flow through No. i element in the reverse direction,
thence through the shunting resistance, reversal of
current flow through one element constituting the
condition necessary for operating the relay. It will
be observed that operation of the relay does not take
place until all the main circulating current is forced
out into the shunting resistance, this point determining
the bias of the relay. The point at which reversal
takes place through one element may be controlled by
varying the ratio of the ohmic values of the relay
elements and the shunting resistance. For example,
if a 3 per cent bias is desired, the relative ohmic ratios
of the shunting resistance and the relay elements would
be of the order of i to 67.

PARALLEL FEEDER PROTECTION.

On the majority of power systems a favourite method
of feeder lay-out consists in parallel or duplicate feeder
supply.

This parallel distribution may be either by inter-
connection between distribution points or by direct
radial supply from the generating centre. Protective
means for such feeder arrangements commonly take the
form of overload relays at the end adjacent to the
source of supply and reverse power relays at the remote
end. The function of the latter is to disconnect a
faulty feeder by utilizing the reverse flow contributed
by the healthy feeders in parallel.

An advance in the art of parallel feeder protection
takes advantage of the principle that, normally, parallel
feeders of the same length and cross section will share
substantially in the distribution of the load current.
A breakdown on one feeder, however, will alter the
relative current values, so that usually the faulty
feeder carries the heavier current.

A number of interesting and useful devices have been
developed which take advantage of this condition.
These devices are normally balanced against one
another, but immediately operate to select the more
heavily loaded of two or more parallel feeders.

In the future, as systems extend and existing instal-
lations are added to or duplicated, devices of this nature
will find a larger field of application. The majority
of interlocked relay devices operate on the balanced
principle ; a few systems have been developed, however,
which employ the bias.

The biased principle as applied to parallel feeder
protection was first proposed by Mr. Wedmore, and
engineers generally have been slow to recognize the
good features inherent in devices operating on this
principle. With biased systems of protection, a definite
measure of stability is obtained and smaller fault
settings are thereby obtainable.

This particularly applies to the larger power schemes
where the ratio of possible short-circuit current to the
normal rating of the parallel feeders is large. With

this condition small differences in balance become
magnified and assume proportions sufficient to operate
the protective gear of otherwise healthy feeders. If
low fault settings are desired this unstable feature has
to be tolerated, whereas, if an increase in stability is
required, higher fault settings must be adopted.

Fig. 6 shows an arrangement of interlocked overload

Power station bu.s bar

•* Auxiliary switches—-*.

FIG. 6.—Parallel feeders protected by discriminating relays.

relays applied to the protection of two parallel feeders.
The overload discriminating relays employed are of the
reactive type, the fixed coils, say, being placed in series
with the transformers which are connected for cir-
culating current. The moving coils, however, are con-
nected to equipotential points of the system. Normally,

Power station, bua hai

FIG. 7.—Discriminating relay protection with biased reactive
type relays.

with balanced conditions on the feeders, no current
traverses the moving coils of the relays.

The development of a fault, however, say on No. 1
feeder, will cause the difference current to flow through
the moving coils. We therefore connect the relays so
that when the excess current is contributed by the
transformer on No. 1 feeder, the current direction is
such that the relay of No. 2 feeder is restrained and that
of No. 1 feeder operated.
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If the excess current had appeared on No. 2 feeder,
the relative direction of the difference current would
have been reversed, with consequent operation of No. 2
relay and restraint of No. 1. This arrangement is
capable of very sensitive settings, as the whole energy
output of the transformers, that is to say load plus
fault current, is employed to maintain the field of the
relays. The employment of such energy, it will be
observed, will make the relays immediately sensitive
to small difference currents flowing through the moving
coils.

The characteristic of the device will consist of
increasing sensitiveness with increasing load. At full
load with relays of robust design, the device is capable
of operating with a £ per cent (1/200) difference current
between the two parallel feeders.

As has already been stated, it is often not possible
to utilize such extreme sensitiveness. If 1 per cent
unbalance existed between the feeders, it is obvious
that the J per cent difference setting is not feasible,
and if the feeders were subjected to 30 times their
normal load current a 30 per cent setting becomes
insufficient to ensure stability.

Power station bus bar

limit

FIG. 8.—Discriminating relay protection with reactive-type
relays.

A development of the arrangement just described
in which substantially the same operating character-
istics are obtained, but with the introduction of the
bias, is shown in Fig. 7.

The transformers are connected for circulating current
and normally the current flows straight through the
parallel paths formed by the elements of the relays,
the current direction being such that the relays are
held in the off position. To permit of the description
being more readily followed, the relays in the diagram
are not shown beside their respective feeders.

Assume that a fault develops on No. 1 feeder. The
increased current flowing in the transformer will
circulate through the fixed coil of No. 2 relay and the
equipotential lead. As the fault component of the
current increases through this local circuit the load
current which circulates through both transformers is
forced to the outer circuit formed by the moving coils.
At the same time, the current which flows straight
through the fixed coil of No. 1 relay gradually diminishes.

A point is ultimately reached, when all the load
current is forced to the outer circuit and no current
flows through the fixed coil of No. 1 relay. Any further
increase of fault current flows by way of the outer

circuit through the fixed coil of No. 1 relay in the
reverse direction, thereby causing this relay to operate.

This device shows characteristics similar to that of
the arrangement just described. That is to say, the
feature of the load current being employed to maintain
one element is likewise here obtained. The percentage
bias is dependent on the ratio of the reactances of the
fixed and moving coils; for example, with a 5 per
cent bias these would have relative values of 40 and 1
respectively.

The ratio of the resistance or reactance of the fixed
and moving coils being known, the bias is simply
expressed by :—

2B
Percentage bias = —— x 100

where A equals the reactance of each fixed coil, and
B the reactance of each moving coil.

The application of the directional relays to three or

Power station bus bat

FIG. 9.--Parallel feeder protection.

more feeders with a parallel arrangement of trans-
formers is shown in Fig. 8. Each transformer circulates
its current through one element of its particular relay,
the other element which is connected to the balance
lead normally carrying no current. If the transformer
on the faulty feeder carries the heaviest current the
symmetrical loading of the arrangement is disturbed
and the excess current spills through the element
connected to the balance lead, operating this relay
and restraining the others.

The substitution of the mechanically biased relay
with a circuit arrangement similar to that shown in
Fig. 7 is illustrated in Fig. 9. The transformer current
normally circulates through the parallel paths formed
by the operating and restraining coils of the relays.
If one feeder carries current in excess of that carried
by the other, the major portion of this excess flows
through the local circuit formed by the operating coil
of the relay protecting the faulty feeder and the balancing
lead.

This particular arrangement may, by the insertion of
a fuse in circuit with the restraining coils, be made to
deal with sustained overloads on the parallel feeders.
Such overloads might be caused by, say, a substation
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busbar fault against which the interlocked relays remain
ineffective.

It will be observed that the blowing of the fuse diverts
the whole current through the operating coils, both
relays thereby operating. When one feeder is dis-
connected it is necessary, in order to prevent operation
of the relay of the remaining feeder, to short-circuit

the faulty feeder and distributes itself among the
restraining coils of the relays protecting the healthy
feeders. This current distribution is such that the relay
protecting the faulty feeder is operated and the relays
of the healthy feeders restrained. This arrangement is
not necessarily confined to three but may be extended
to any number of parallel feeders.

Restraining coil

£ Balance lead

Operating coil

Auxiliary
switch

I Power station
bus bar

FIG. IO.—Parallel feeder protection.

\

the operating and restraining coils of the relay protecting
the disconnected feeder. This may be accomplished
either by the relay itself or by auxiliary switches
mounted on the feeder oil-break switch.

The extension of the principle of mechanically-
balanced interlocked relays to parallel feeder groups
exceeding two in number is shown in Fig. io, Under
normal conditions of current-balance on the feeders

Power station busbar

Fault
FIG. II.—Discriminating relay protection with reactive-type

relays.

each transformer circulates its output through the oper-
ating and restraining coils of its particular relay. The
balancing lead connecting points at equal potential
on each relay circuit normally carries no current.

Disturbance of the balance immediately results in
the more heavily loaded feeder sending a portion of
its excess current along the balance lead. This current
flows through the operating coil of the relay protecting

Fig. ir illustrates a further scheme of protection for
parallel feeders by means of discriminating relays.

The relays in this case are of the reactive type, the
moving coils, say, being connected in series with one
another, and the whole arrangement including the
series transformers being connected for circulating
current. The fixed coils are connected to equipotential
points by means of the balancing lead. On the assump-
tion that the faulty feeder will carry a larger portion
of the current than the healthy feeders, we arrange
the polarity of the relays so that the overflow of current
from the transformer on the faulty feeder will operate
its particular relay and restrain the others. In this
arrangement, likewise, the whole energy of the trans-
formers is employed to maintain the excitation of the
relays. The moving coils, consequently, will respond
to very small current values which spill into the
balancing lead.

Such an arrangement as that just described may be
put on a percentage bias by winding a few turns on
the field of the relay and connecting them in series with
the circulating current system. This is shown in
Fig. 12.

The relation of the few turns to the moving coil is
such that the relay presses hard to the off position.

The main field coil of the relay, however, is adjusted
so that, if its particular transformer carries the larger
current, it builds up a field in the opposite direction,
which ultimately overpowers the restraining field and
permits the relay to operate. A protective scheme of
this description may have an unbalancing safety factor
of, say, 5 per cent and operate at i per cent beyond this,
i.e. 6 per cent difference current between the parallel
feeders.
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Power station bus loar

Fault
FIG. 12.—Discriminating relay protection with biased reactive-type relays.

Power Station Busbar

Substation Busbar

Pilot
Wires

FIG. 13.—Parallel feeder protection with discriminating and reverse-current relays.
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So far we have not dealt with the protection at the
remote end of the parallel feeders. Generally this has
been accomplished by means of reverse power relays
at this end, any alteration of current direction in the
relays being with reference to the potential of the
circuit.

In the past a number of causes have contributed to
unsatisfactory operation of the reverse power relay
when associated with the end protection of parallel
feeders. First, severe fault conditions between phases
near the feeder end in most cases result in the potential
being extinguished. Secondly, if the connection for
the potential coil is taken from the star potential of
the circuit, and the current in the potential and current
coils is substantially in phase, we have a shift of
90 degrees in the phase of the potential coil.

This, of course, happens if the voltage triangle
collapses on one side due to a short-circuit between
two phases. There are consequently two conditions
which make for non-operation of £he relay under
abnormal circumstances. These remarks apply only
where the short-circuit current is of unity power factor.
If the current at the fault point is lagging, there is a
further shift in the relation of the potential and current
coils.

A short-circuit between two phases may easily give
rise to the condition in which a heavy forward current
of low lagging power factor will operate reverse relays,
and leave them inoperative with a heavy reverse current
of similar power factor.

By connecting the reverse relays at the remote end
for circulating current, an increase in stability has been
obtained with heavy forward current of low power
factor. This is possible provided the feeders retain their
balance.

A connection which has recently been employed with
a fair measure of success utilizes the current, say, in
phase 1 and the delta potential across phases 2 and 3.

The respective vectors for current and potential
are normally 90 degrees apart. These are pulled into
their proper phase relation, in either the induction or
reactive types of relay, by employing the requisite
proportion of resistance or reactance in the potential
winding. In the event of a short-circuit of magnitude
sufficient to distort the voltage triangle, it will be found
that the potential and current vectors retain their
relative positions. Any further shift in phase relation
due to loxv power factor at the fault point will not be
sufficient to rotate the respective vectors beyond their
proper operating quarters, although the relay may still
remain unresponsive to the most severe conditions.

Fig. 13 shows a general scheme for the protection of
parallel feeders wherein mechanically balanced relays
are employed at the end adjacent to the source of
supply and reverse relays at the remote end. The
mechanically balanced discriminating relays, including
their respective transformers, are all connected for
circulating current.

Equipotential points on the various relays are con-
nected together by a balancing lead. If the symmetrical
loading of the loop is altered by one feeder becoming
faulty, the transformer carrying the larger current
diverts its excess current through the operating coil of

its particular relay and by way of the balancing lead
through the restraining coil of another relay. The
impedance of the relay and transformer of the dis-
connected feeder may be cut out either by contacts
mounted on the relay itself or by auxiliary switches
operated by the feeder oil-break switch.

At the remote end of the feeders we have reverse-
current relay protection but differing from that usually
associated with this type of relay. Instead of being
dependent on the potential of the circuit to give the
determining action to the relaj'-, a sample of current is
taken from the parallel-connected series transformers
at the source end by means of pilot wires. As con-
sequent polarity will always be obtained in the relays
at the remote end immaterial of the direction of current
flow, the scheme is obviously unaffected by surges.
The scheme has the further advantage that the heavier
the fault the more definite is the action of the reverse
relays.

When we come to deal with the protection of
parallel interconnectors by means of discriminating
relays the problem is more difficult. Each case has to
be considered by itself. For instance, if a definite
problem is taken, say four parallel interconnectors
between two power stations, it is obvious that with a
fault between phases we have a heavier current flowing
into the faulty feeder at both ends than into the
neighbouring ones. If the neutral point of the system
is earthed through a limiting resistance this may no
longer hold.

If the earthing resistance does not pass sufficient
current, a leak to earth will cause the faulty feeder to
open at one end and all the healthy ones at the other
end. Should the neutral point be earthed at one station
only, the problem is further complicated, and correct
discrimination would only be obtained under all con-
ditions either with the neutral point solidly earthed or
with very low values of the earthing resistance. If
this latter condition is fulfilled, the pilot wires may be
dispensed with and the discriminating relay shown in
Fig. 13 may be installed at each end of the inter-
connectors. Proper selection of the faulty feeder would
now be obtained under all conditions.

In the case of a parallel group of four feeders to one
substation the conditions are somewhat different.

Each end of the feeders may be equipped with dis-
criminating relays, and correct selection would be
obtained at the remote end for two feeders out of four.
In the event of two feeders being cut out of circuit,
there is no protection at the remote end for the remaining
pair.

The logical development of parallel feeder protection
in pairs is found in what is generally termed the " split
conductor system." An extension of this principle,
but with isolation of the conductors in the form of
separate cables, has been extensively employed. The
pairing of the cables in this manner often leads to diffi-
culties in balancing, particularly on systems having a
considerable plant capacity on the bars.

Although this unbalancing trouble is not much in
evidence in split-conductor cables, it is often very marked
where two cables are paired and protected as one unit.
Paired feeders generally are not capable of such low
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fault settings as the split-conductor cable, if it is intended
that each retain a similar degree of stability. It is
even questionable if paired feeders are capable of such
fine settings as parallel feeders with interlocked relays
for a similar degree of stability.

A distinct difference exists between the two methods
of protection. Take, first, the parallel feeders. On
each feeder we have a series transformer; and if under
abnormal conditions current up to a value of ioo times
the normal load of the cable flows, and i per cent
difference in balance exists between the two cables,
the resulting unbalance does not become ioo times
i per cent, i.e. ioo per cent. The transformers may be
designed to be saturated at, say, 20 times normal load,
an unbalance of 20 per cent existing, and little further
increase of secondary current is possible. A further
increase of unbalance may result from the transformers
themselves.

Secondly, with paired feeders a type of transformer
surrounds the two cores which only carries the magnetic
flux set up by the difference currents in the feeders.
The flux, therefore, in this transformer is due to the
1 per cent unbalance existing between the cores. Under
similar conditions saturation of this transformer is not

^ Relays

i (gut)
FIG. 14.—Twin cables protected by biased reactive-type relays.

possible ; the degree of unbalance being progressive
may reach the figure of 100 x 1 per cent, i.e. 100 per
cent.

A scheme of biased protection for paired feeders
employing the shunted reverse-current relay described
with reference to Fig. 5 is shown diagrammatically in
Fig. 14.

GENERATOR AND TRANSFORMER PROTECTION.

The more extended protection accorded to generating
plant is a comparatively recent innovation. Opinion
until recently was generally adverse to installing pro-
tective devices on generating plant. In certain cases
such devices took the form of overload relays having
delayed action, so that a generator could clear itself
from heavy sustained faults on the distribution system
or, by the joint action of a plurality of machines, from
a short-circuit within its own windings.

An alternative protective means more extensively
adopted consisted of the reverse power relay, this device
operating with a reversal of flow into the faulty genera-
tor on a breakdown either between phases or between
turns of the same phase.

In the past, protective gear on generating and trans-
fo.ming plant has bsen looked upon more from the
point of view of preserving the continuity of supply
than of saving the faulty plant from destruction. How-
ever, as power systems have grown in capacity and with

them the output of individual units, it has come to bs
realized that it is not only essential to preserve the
continuity of the service but also absolutely necessary
to save the generating plant.

Generating and transforming plant is subject to
three classes of fault conditions, these conditions com-
prising leakage to earth on individual phases, short-
circuit between phases, and breakdown between turns
of the same phase.

Generating plant is subject to further conditions
such as accident to the prime mover and loss of field.
The development of the differential system has per-
mitted of the first two conditions being satisfactorily
dealt with, and particularly where the neutral is earthed
through a limiting resistance. The third condition can
only be taken care of by the reverse power relay or some
form of split winding.

The majority of fault conditions comprise those of
the first mentioned class, consequently, the more
satisfactory protection is given by the differential system.
Furthermore, the reverse power relay demands a
plurality of generating plant on the bars to give the
reversed current or leading current of low power factor
required by this device. The differential system does
not require this latter condition as it may be set to
operate while the current is still in the forward direction,
and consequently with a minimum expsnditure of
energy at the fault point.

The differential system has the further advantage
that it operates equally well with only one unit on the
bars.

The necessity for the gear operating under this
condition is to ensure the disconnection of the field
circuit where this is dependent on the operation of the
relay or the oil-break switch. The author considers
that any form of protection is incomplete which docs
not embody this feature. Generators have been success-
fully disconnected from the busbars, but destroyed
owing to the time interval elapsing before the excitation
was removed. The circulating current system which
has been described elsewhere is inherently a sensitive
protective means. Full advantage may not be taken
of this, however, owing to the general unstable tendency
of the series transformers under severe emergency
conditions. That is to say, where a generator protected
by this system has to contribute its maximum instan-
taneous value of short-circuit current to faults on the
distribution system there is a possibilty of the gear
operating under this condition.

A number of causes may contribute to this unstable
tendency. Chief among these, however, is the faulty
choice of equipotential points and vector unbalancing.
The possibility of the transformers developing different,
characteristics when the induction per square centi-
metre is pushed up to high values forms a further
contributory cause.

When the maximum instantaneous value of the
generator short-circuit current is known, the first
mentioned cause of unbalancing is a calculable quantity
and a definite setting of the relay based on this quantity
is possible. The second and third causes of unbalancing
are indefinite quantities and a high safe setting of the
relay is necessary to ensure stability. This unstable
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tendency has resulted in the adoption of higher fault
settings, these averaging about 30 per cent.

With the large generating units of to-day, and the
larger ones of the near future, a 30 per cent setting is
too high. With a 30,000 kw. generator this setting
might represent a very large amount of energy spent
in continual destruction of the windings without opera-
tion of the relay. Generators may suffer from mechani-
cal damage close up to the star-point end of the windings
and ultimately break down to earth electrically, and,
where the neutral point is earthed through a resistance,
there may be insufficient potential above earth to
permit of the necessary current passing to operate the
30 per cent relay setting. Destruction of the windings
may here take place due to the heat caused by the
prolonged arcing.

It should be borne in mind that the lower fault
settings may mean all the difference between a lengthy
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FIG. 15.—Generator protection (Beard's system).

and costly repair and merely a damaged coil which only
requires the disablement of the unit for a comparatively
short period.

Protective sysxems have recently been developed
which have for their object a stability under severe
emergency conditions and a possible fault setting not
obtainable with the balanced current system.

One such system, due to Mr. J. R. Beard, is shown in
Fig. 15. We have here a device which is unaffected by
these unbalancing troubles, and the lowest possible
fault settings may therefore be adopted.

In this system the input and output of each phase
winding is directly compared and any resulting difference
due to faults between phases or leakages to earth appears
in the secondary of the core-balance transformer. This
system may likewise be employed for transformer pro-
tection and readily lends itself for this application.

A development of the circulating-current system is
shown in Fig. 16. To overcome the general unstable
tendency of the circulating-current system under ab-

normal current flow biased relays are employed. This
particular arrangement involves the employment of
mechanically biased relays, one coil of which is traversed
by the main current of the system, the other coil being
connected to equipotential points. One such point, it
will be observed, is midway along the restraining coil.

If a 10 per cent bia3 is desired it would be necessary
to wind the restraining coil with approximately 10 per
cent of the turns comprising the operating coil. It
will be evident that the relay is held definitely in the
off position until the unbalanced current flowing through
the operating coil has a value equal to 10 per cent of
the current traversing the restraining coil. The ampere-
turns of the respective coils will balance one another
at this value.

With such an arrangement it is possible to give a
definite guarantee of stability, as ample latitude fcr
unbalancing may be allowed. A suitable degree of
bias for generator protection with this system would
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FIG. 16.—Generator protection with biased beam relays.

be about 5 per cent, and, with a relay designed to operate
at 5 per cent beyond this, it would be possible to have
a 10 per cent fault-setting with complete stability. If
there is a reversed flow from the busbars into the
generator fault, the operating coil carries the sum of
the currents of the transformer at each end of the
winding. This current divides and flows through each
half of the restraining coil in opposite directions. The
bias in this case is omitted, as this is a condition wherein
it is not required.

Fig. 17 illustrates this system applied to a three-
phase transformer bank having the star-star connection,
two relays only being necessary.

A further development of biased protection is shown
in Fig. 18. In this development a reactive-type relay
is employed having its elements shunted by a resistance.
The description of the arrangement shown in Fig. 5
applies similarly to this scheme. In this arrangement
likewise a reversed flow from the busbars into the
generator fault eliminates the percentage bias, as the
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current flows in opposite directions through the respec-
tive elements of the relay. Fault settings comparable
with those of the device shown in Figs. 16 and 17 may
be obtained with this arrangement. Fig. 19 shows this
scheme in connection with star-delta transformers.

FIG. 17.—Star-star connected transformers and biased relays.

Another development of the circulating current
system employs, instead of the balanced, an unbalanced
principle.

It will readily be appreciated that while it is exceed-
ingly difficult with the balanced current system to obtain
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KIG. 18.—Generator protection with biased reactive-type relays.

a dead balance under varying conditions, it is quite a
simple matter to secure a definite degree of unbalance.
A scheme operating on this principle is shown in Fig. 20,
the arrangement being shown on one phase only. The
transformers are connected for circulating current and
circulate their output through one element, say the

fixed coil of a reactive-type relay, the moving coil being
connected in shunt across the system.

Consideration of Fig. 20 will make it apparent that
the fixed coil unbalances the circuit in favour of the
transformer at the busbar end of the winding. Generally
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FIG. 19.—Delta-star connected transformers and biased
reactive-type relays.

it will be found that in most wiring installations for
the protective gear the greater lengths lie between the
star-point transformers and the relay. This has the
effect of unbalancing the circuit still further and increas-
ing the percentage bias of the relay. Unbalance may
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FIG. 20.—Generator protection with biased reactive-type
relay.

also be obtained by inserting resistance in that side of
the circuit, or by making the current capacity of trans-
former No. 2 slightly greater than that of transformer
No. 1. The effect is to cause a small local current
contributed by the No. 2 transformer to flow through
the moving coil, the direction being such that the
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relay is restrained under normal circumstances. If a
fault develop to ear th or between phases, there still
being a normal delivery of power to the bars, the in-
creasing fault component of the current in the No. i
transformer will cause the small local current flowing
through the moving coil to decrease. Fur ther increase
of fault current will cause a portion of No. i transformer's
output to spill through the moving coil in the reverse
direction, thence through the fixed coil, bu t in the
same direction, as the load current circulating in the
system. Reversal of flow through one element con-
stitutes the condition necessary for operating the relay.

If the generator has to contribute abnormal current
values to faults on the distribution system, the small
local current which gives normal bias will increase and
add to the stability of the relay. As already stated,
unbalancing troubles with the balanced current system
are to be feared only when abnormal current values
have to be dealt with. I t will readily be appreciated
tha t it would be an advantage to run with a very small
percentage bias a t normal loads and automatically
increase this percentage under severe emergency con-
ditions. This ma) ' be accomplished by designing the
transformers at the star point end of the windings so
tha t they become saturated at a lower value of abnormal
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FIG. 2[.—Curve showing fault current required to operate
biased reactive-type relay with varying load current.

current than the transformers at the other end of the
windings.

The effect is to cause the first mentioned transformers
to fall off in ratio under these conditions much more
readily than the busbar transformers. Increased current
will therefore flow through the local circuit in a direction
such that the percentage bias is increased. It is to
be understood, however, that through the normal load
ranges of the generator the transformers retain their
relative ratios and characteristics.

With this arrangement the leakage and load currents
are employed usefully in maintaining the field of the
relay, the relay becoming immediately sensitive to
small leakage currents flowing through the moving coil.
Fig. 2i shows the general characteristics of the protection
given by this scheme, increased sensitiveness being
apparent with increasing load. It will be observed
that at 70 per cent load and upwards the relay will
operate with less than 2 per cent fault current.

The various arrangements shown in Figs. 15 to 20,
while capable of dealing effectively with leakages to
earth and faults between phases, are ineffective with a
breakdown between turns of the same phase which does

not develop into either of the preceding forms of fault.
One solution of the problem of uniting in one relay a
means of dealing with all the fault conditions, is shown
in Fig. 22. Tn this arrangement the unbalanced circu-
lating-current system described with reference to Fig. 20
is employed. The unbalance may be obtained either
by inserting resistance in the circuit or, preferably,
by increasing the current capacity of No. 2 trans-
former, a local current contributed by this trans-
former thereby flowing through the moving coil of the
relay. This current, in relation to the flow in the fixed
element energized from the potential of the system,
gives the necessary bias.

With the development of leakage to earth or between
phases, the increase in current in No. 1 transformer
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FIG. 22.—Generator protection with combined differential
and reverse-current relay.

balances the circuit and ultimately spills through the
moving coil in the reverse direction operating the relay,
therefore, while normal delivery of power continues to
the busbars.

A reversed flow into the windings due to, say, a
breakdown between turns of the same phase will reverse
the whole current in the circulating-current system
and, likewise, the local current flowing through the
moving coil which previously gave normal bias. The
relay will therefore swing over to the operating side
and disconnect the generator.

To permit of a better understanding of the scheme,
it may perhaps be advisable to give an outline of the
proportion employed in an actual installation.

The standard arrangement provides for No. 1 trans-
former having a full-load secondary current of 7 amperes.
No. 2 transformer at the other end of the winding has
a secondary current at full load of 7 • 5 amperes. The
difference current of \ ampere normally circulates
through the current element of the relay, the direction
of this current relative to the potential of the circuit
being such that the relay is held strongly in the off
position. The current element is wound to carry
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continuously this \ ampere of unbalanced current, and
the general proportions of the coil are such that the
usual characteristics of the typical reverse-power relay
are obtained.
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—Operating characteristics of combined differential and
reverse-current relay (without auxiliary coil).
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"FIG. 24.—Generator protected by combined differential and
reverse-current relay.

Now, if we have a reversed flow into the generator
due to, say, an accident to the prime mover, the whole
current in the circulating - current system reverses
including the \ ampere of unbalanced current which
traverses the moving coil. The relay operates, therefore,

in a manner similar to the usual arrangements of the
reverse-current relay

Dealing with the other classes of fault which give
rise to differential currents in the generator winding,
a leak to earth or between phases will increase the current
in No. 1 transformer. The effect, therefore, of this
increase is to balance the relay circuit and finally to
extinguish the £ ampere of unbalanced current. To
produce this result it is necessary for the fault current
to reach a value sufficient to give 7*5 amperes in the
secondary of No. 1 transformer. Obviously, the per-
centage fault current required will be (0-5/7) x 100
=7-1 per cent. Immediately the fault current exceeds
7 • 1 per cent, there is a reversed flow through the current
element which brings the relay to the operating point.
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FIG. 25.—Operating characteristics of combined differential and
reverse-current relay (with auxiliary coil).

Fig. 23 shows the characteristics of this scheme obtained
with an induction-type relay.

Should better protection be desired on the differ-
ential side, it is necessary to install current transformers
giving a larger secondary current. For example, if
we employ transformers giving secondary full-load
currents of 10 and 10-5 amperes respectively, the relay
will operate on the differential side immediately the
fault current exceeds 5 per cent. As the same value
of unbalanced current is employed the reverse-current
protection remains unaltered.

Objection is sometimes raised to the reverse current
relay owing to the liability of the device to become
inoperative with lowered potential. An addition to
the previous scheme has been made which permits of
the device operating if the fault condition is associated
with low potentials. The appropriate means to secure
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this result comprise an auxiliary winding consisting of
a few turns wound on the same limb as the potential
coil. In a relay of the reactive type this auxiliary coil
is connected in series with the current element, the
relation of the elements being such that the relay tends
to operate.

Under normal healthy conditions the small field
produced by the auxiliary coil is swamped by the pre-
ponderating field set up by the potential coil, and the
relay is held in the off position. Fault conditions which
cause a reversed flow through the current element
likewise reverse the polarity of the auxiliary coil, the
latter now aiding the potential coil. If the fault should
be sufficiently severe to bring about collapse of the
voltage, the auxiliary coil will now provide a weak field
which determines the action of the relay. This scheme
is shown in Fig. 24. Fig. 25 shows the characteristics
of this device, in which it will be seen that operation
at no volts is obtained on the differential side with
30 per cent leakage current. The curves in Figs. 23
and 25 refer to conditions in which the voltage and
current are in phase. The function of the auxiliary
coil is to ensure that the relay will not be rendered
inoperative even under the most severe conditions.

THE DIFFERENTIAL SYSTEM APPLIED TO
FEEDER PROTECTION.

Of the various systems operating on this principle
the arrangements proposed by Merz and Price have
been most extensively employed. As this system has
been described elsewhere it is not proposed to recapit-
ulate the details here. Developments and extensions
of the principle will, however, be dealt with. All the
various arrangements of the Merz-Price gear as applied
to distribution systems have resolved themselves into
one arrangement—the balanced voltage system. On
the larger systems the limitations of the voltage balance
method have long been realized. Current transformers
having air gaps in the iron circuit have been necessary
to ensure uniform characteristics between the trans-
formers at each end of the protected lines, and also to
keep the temperature of the transformer iron within
reasonable limits.

With long feeder lengths capacity current in the pilot
wires necessitates the adoption of higher fault settings,
which consequently tend to place a limit, with the
higher frequencies, on the length of feeder capable of
protection with this system. The circulating-current
system of Messrs. Harlow and Faye-Hansen with
alternating-current trip reduces the capacity-current
troubles to a negligible factor. Employing the leakage
current direct, however, without the interposition of
relays, raises the percentage protection given by this
system.

The circulating-current system has, for the same
transformer voltage, only half the capacity current in
the pilot wires that is obtainable with the balanced
voltage system. This will readily be understood as
the balanced voltage system maintains a uniform
potential between cores over the entire length of the
pilot cable. With the circulating current system,
however, the maximum potential between cores is

obtained at the ends adjoining the transformers, a
progressive decrease in potential being obtained until
no potential difference exists between cores midway
along the pilot cable. In certain of the arrangements
shown, only .25 per cent of the capacity current possible
with the balanced voltage system flows through the
relays. The circulating-current system is more sensitive
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FIG. 26.—Sheathed pilot wire employed with balancedivoltage
system to neutralize the effect of capacity current in pilot

than the balanced voltage method, in that the leakage
current requires to flow only through an alternative
path connecting equipotential points, whereas with a
voltage balance the leakage current has to be forced
through the transformers at the remote end of the feeder
in addition to the resistance of the pilot wires.
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FiG. 27.—Circulating-current system and biased relays

applied to feeder protection.

A recent development by Messrs. Hunter and Beard
to overcome the capacity-current difficulty in the pilot
wires with the balanced voltage system is shown in
Fig. 26. In this development the capacity current
which traverses each pilot wire returns by the metallic
sheath with which each pilot core is surrounded. The
relays, it will be observed, are unaffected by the capacity
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FIG. 28.—Three-phase feeder protected by circulating-current
system and biased reactive-type relays.

current which flows in the local circuit formed by the
metallic sheath and the pilot wires. A fault on the
feeder, however, causes the transformers to send their
current through one another and through the relays.

A development of the circulating - current system
employing biased relays is shown diagrammatically in
Fig. 27. This arrangement employs the shunted reverse
relav described with reference to Figs. 5 and 18. Current
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normally circulates over the pilot wires and through
the elements of each relay and its shunting resistance,
the relative flow in the elements being such that the relay
remains restrained. If the input of the feeder exceed
the output, the additional current forces the load current
into the shunting resistance. A portion of the fault
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FIG. 29.—Three-phase feeder protected by circulating-current
system and biased relays.

current traverses the shunting resistance and flows in
one element of each relay in the reverse direction by
way of the equipotential lead.

A fault fed from both ends is clearly a case where
the percentage bias is not required ; the relays there-
fore for this condition operate without the bias. With
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FIG. 30.—Circulating-current system applied to feeder protec-
tion with equipotential points obtainable at each end of
pilot-wire system.

an arrangement such as this a 10 per cent bias may be
employed, and, with a relay sufficiently sensitive to
operate at 5 per cent beyond this value, a 15 per cent
fault setting may be obtained. Capacity current in the
pilot wires will not affect the stability of the relay,
provided the ratio which such current bears to the load
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FIG. 31.—Feeder protected with biased relays.

current does not exceed the percentage bias. The
application of the arrangement to a three-phase feeder
is shown in Fig. 28. The primary of the summation
transformer carries the sum of the currents of the phase
transformers, the secondary delivering single-phase
current to the pilot wires.

The employment of the summation transformer
permits of the phase transformers being of normal
design and of a ratio suitable for the usual 5-ampere
indicating instruments. The necessary adjustment of
the ratio required for the small pilot-wire currents may
readily be effected by means of the summation trans-
former. The extension of the biased principle employing
the mechanically biased type is shown in Fig. 29, the
extent of the bias being dependent on the ratio which
the turns of the operating and restraining coils bear to
one another.

The circulating current system shown in Figs. 28 and
29 necessitates the employment of a neutral lead con-
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FIG. 32.—Three-phase feeder protected by circulating-current
system and biased relays.

necting points at equal potential at each end of the
pilot-wire system. Means whereby these equipotential
points may be obtained without the balancing lead are
shown in Fig. 30. It will be observed that if current
is circulated over the pilot "wires there is a continuous
fall of potential until the transformer at the other end
of the feeder is reached, the potential being raised again
and a similar progressive decrease existing in the other
pilot wire. Now we may duplicate this condition by
creating a second circuit in parallel with the pilot wires.
If this circuit have the same ohmic value, and similar
current values are caused to flow through it, the con-
ditions as regards fall of potential are duplicated. An
infinite number of equipotential points will therefore
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exist between the two parallel circuits. It is not strictly
necessary for the duplicate and pilot-wire circuits to
have similar ohmic values ; these may, for example,
be in the ratio of i to 10, the current values in the
respective circuits being in the inverse ratio, a similar
drop of potential, however, existing in each circuit.

Fig. 31 shows this arrangement of the circulating-
current system in conjunction with the shunted reactive-
type relay. Normally each half of the transformer
secondary circulates current in its own particular circuit,
the pilot-wire current of course flowing straight through
the relay and its shunting resistance. A fault fed from
one end causes the portion of the transformer feeding
the pilot wire to send 50 per cent of its excess current
into the duplicate circuit, such current dividing and
flowing by way of the shunting resistance through each
element of the relay in opposite directions.

It will be observed that breakage or destruction of
the pilot wires causes the transformers at each end of
the feeder to circulate their whole output into the
duplicate circuits. Advantage may be taken of this
feature to make the relays operate on overload by
inserting fuses in the pilot wires. The adaption of
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¥m. 33.—Feeder protected by circulating-current system and

biased relays.

this arrangement for the protection of a three-phase
feeder is shown in Fig. 32.

A further modification of the biased system which
employs the reactive-type relay is shown in Fig. 33.
One element, preferably the moving coil, is connected
in series with the duplicate circuit, the fixed coil being
connected between the duplicate and pilot-wire circuits.
In this arrangement the bias is obtained by making the
resistance of the duplicate circuits slightly greater than
that of the pilot wires. The effect is to cause a small
current to spill over from the duplicate circuits and
flow through the fixed coil of each relay into the pilot-
wire system, the direction of the spill-over current in
relation to that flowing in the moving coil giving normal
bias. If there be any difference between the input and
output of the feeder, the transformer feeding the pilot-
wire system at the more heavily loaded end sends a
portion of its current through the fixed coil in the
opposite direction, thence through the moving coil and
the duplicate circuit.

It will be observed that not only the leakage current
"but also the load component of the current circulating
in the duplicate circuit helps to maintain one element,
of the relay. That is to say, practically the whole energy

output of the transformers is employed for operation of
the relay.

With increasing load, additional energy will be avail-
able for operating the relay in case of a fault; conse-
quently, the protective devices will, with increasing
load, show up to a certain point an increase in sensi-
tiveness.

As previously stated, unbalancing troubles are usually
to be feared when the protected circuit has to carry
momentarily abnormal current values. For normal
conditions a comparatively small bias may be employed,
and an automatic increase in bias obtained under the
above-mentioned abnormal conditions.

This may be obtained by employing two transformers
at each end of the feeder and designing the pilot-wire
transformers so that they saturate at earlier values of
excessive current than those feeding the duplicate
circuits.

With the flow of abnormal current over the protected
feeder the transformers which circulate their output
over the pilot wires reach the saturated condition much
earlier than those which feed into the duplicate circuits.
The result is that the pilot-wire transformers, after a
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F:G. 34.—Feeder protected by circulating-current system and
biased relays.

certain current value has been reached in the feeder,
fail to give any further current, whereas the secondary
current of the other transformers increases proportion-
ately with the feeder current. Upset of the balance
immediately ensues as the result of this condition. The
transformers which circulate their output through the
duplicate circuits attempt to restore this balance by
causing more current to spill into the pilot wires. This
current flows through the fixed coil of the relay in the
direction which keeps the relay biased. The result is
that still larger current values spill over from the dupli-
cate to the pilot-wire circuits and increase the per-
centage bias.

A modification of the preceding arrangement in which
substantially the same operating characteristics are
obtained is illustrated diagrammatically in Fig. 34.
Instead of splitting the secondaries of the transformers,
the resistances of the duplicate and pilot-wire circuits
are adjusted so that half the transformer output flows
in each circuit. If the shunting resistance has the same
ohmic value as the fixed coil of the relay, it will be
found that all the current flowing to the duplicate
circuit traverses the fixed coil and the pilot-wire current
flows in the shunting resistance. The moving coil will
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therefore be connected across points at equal potential
and will carry no current. To obtain the bias, however,
it is necessary to make the ohmic value of the shunting
resistance slightly greater than that of the fixed coil.

A portion of the pilot-wire current will therefore be
forced through the fixed coil and spill into the pilot
wires by way of the moving coil, the relative direction
of this spill-over current being such that the relay is
restrained.

Increased current appearing in one end of the feeder
immediately causes a larger proportion of the trans-
former output to flow in the duplicate circuit, this in-
creased current dividing between the shunting resistance
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FIG. 35.—Feeder protected by lever biased relays and circu-

lating-current system.

and the fixed coil, and the direction of the flow reversing
in the moving coil.

The substitution of the mechanically biased relay
with the same circuit arrangements is shown in Fig. 35.
In this scheme also, in the single-phase application,
the resistance of each duplicate circuit corresponds to
that of one pilot wire. Under healthy conditions the
output of each transformer distributes itself equally
between the duplicate and pilot-wire circuits. The
operating and restraining coils of each relay comprise
a similar number of turns. The desired degree of
stability is obtained by biasing the relay. This may be
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FIG. 36.—Curve showing percentage fault current required to
operate relay with varying load current. Lever biased
relay with 5 per cent true bias.

accomplished in a number of ways. The usual method
provides for the leverage from the fulcrum to the re-
straining coil being increased by perhaps 10 per cent
over that accorded to the operating coil. Alternative
methods may consist in increasing the resistance of
each duplicate circuit by, say, 10 per cent over the
resistance of the corresponding pilot Avire. The effect
of this is to divert a larger share of the transformer
output through the restraining coil of each relay. The
same result may be obtained by adding the requisite
number of additional turns to the restraining coils.
In the case where a fault develops on a dead-ended
cable, that is to say, where no reverse flow will ensue
at the remote end, the fault component of the trans-

VOL. 58.

former current divides and flows through the operating
and restraining coils in the ratio of 3 to 1. Should the
feeding arrangements be such that a reverse current
may flow from the remote end, the transformers oppose
one another and divert their whole output into the
duplicate circuits at each end of the feeder. This
current, it will be observed, flows entirely in the operating
coils of the relays.

Of the two circuits which each transformer supplies
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FIG. 37.—Circulating-current system with biased relays.
Three-phase feeder.

it is apparent that only in one of these can capacity
current flow. This refers to the pilot wires, the capacity
current of which will traverse the restraining coil of
each relay. Abnormal current flow, which may raise
the potential of the series transformers to high values
and give rise to considerable capacity current in the
pilot wires, has no other effect than to increase the
stability of the relay. Fig. 36 shows the operating
characteristics of this scheme employing relays which
have a mechanical or lever bias of 10 per cent or a true
bias of 5 per cent. In a relay of the mechanically
balanced type having open-circuit plunger-type coils
the pull on the cores increases as the square of the ampere-
turns. In this case the normal load current flowing

Duplicate circuits
Current transformers

FIG. 38.—Vector diagram for three-phase circulating-current
system, showing relation between pilot-wire potentials and
potentials across duplicate circuits.

in the coils of the relay produces a high state of mag-
netization in the cores, the relay becoming immediately
sensitive to the addition of a small amount of leakage
current to the operating coil.

Fig. 37 indicates the manner in which the scheme
would be applied to a three-phase feeder. With the
three-phase feeder each duplicate circuit requires to
have a resistance equal to half that of the corresponding
pilot wire. The vector diagram for the three-phase
circulating current system (Fig. 38) illustrates the rela-
tion between the resistance of the pilot wires and the
duplicate circuits. It will be observed that the drop
from either end to the midpoint of the pilot wires
corresponds to the potential across one transformer.

36
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SPECIAL CABLE DESIGNS.

A number of special cable designs have been developed
•which in themselves partially function as protective
devices. These variously employ protecting shields
round the individual or all of the cores, or leakage
conductors embedded in the dielectric. In certain of
these protective cables the inductive effects of the
leakage current may be directly employed to trip the
controlling switches without the interposition of relays

Trip coil

3 Trip coil
FIG. 39.—Bergmann protective cable.

or transformers. Such protective systems may there-
fore be designed to operate with comparatively small
leakage currents.

A protective system employing a sheath surrounding
•each conductor is shown in Fig. 39. This arrangement
due to the Bergmann Company employs potential
transformers connected to the conductors and the
surrounding metallic sheath. The secondaries of the
transformers actuate a triangularly-spaced centrally-
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FIG. 40.—Whitaker protective cable.

pivoted three-arm relay of the balanced type, the
balanced arm tilting over to either side according to
which coil, on displacement of the floating neutral,
develops the greatest pull. Alternatively, instead of
the surrounding sheath the same system provides for
a number of leakage conductors surrounding the cores.

Mr. Hochstadter has devised a protective cable which
employs the sheath rather differently. This cable has
the trip coil placed between each surrounding sheath

and the lead covering. This scheme is really an extension
of Waters's system to all the cores of the cable, with the
advantage that faults between phases are also dealt
with.

Mr. Whitaker's scheme which likewise employs the
shield-surrounded core is illustrated in Fig. 40. The
trip coil in this scheme is connected between the core
and the shield and, consequently, has to be insulated
for the full-line potential. In the author's opinion the
shield is employed to better advantage than in the
Hochstadter cable, as a greater thickness of dielectric
exists between the outer lead and the shield. Extraneous
influences, therefore, will not be so likely to nullify the
protection should the outer or lead sheath be damaged

EARTHING OF THE NEUTRAL POINT AND ITS
RELATION TO PROTECTIVE GEAR.

Earthing the neutral point is so related to the question
of protective gear that it becomes difficult to consider
each subject separately.

With low- and medium-pressure systems involving
underground cables, present practice tends towards
earthing the neutral point. This earthing may be
accomplished through a wide range of resistance values,
from the comparatively high ohmic values down to
dead earthing, without any intervening resistance. The
choice of the ohmic value for the earthing resistance
will depend on the general extent of the individual
system and on the fault settings of existing systems
of automatic protective gear. With high-pressure
transmission systems other considerations arise and
the protective-gear question becomes of secondary
importance.

Leakage protective or core-balance systems may be
designed to operate with fault currents to earth which
are small compared with the full-load rating of the
circuit or apparatus which they protect. This applies
particularly to the magnetic and current-balance systems
and, in a lesser degree, to those of the mechanically
balanced type.

Obviously, earthing resistances, having comparatively
high ohmic values limiting the earth leakage current
to moderate values, are suitable for this class of gear.

Parallel feeder protection by interlocked overload
relays requires relatively large values of leakage current
to give definite and correct operation to the protective
devices, the ohmic value of the earthing resistance
being governed by the current capacity of the parallel
feeders. The leakage current necessary for operation of
this class of apparatus requires to have a value sub-
stantially more than twice the full-load rating of the
individual feeder. An example will illustrate the point.

Assume two parallel feeders, each carrying 200 amperes,
and an earthing resistance capable of passing 400 amperes
to earth. A leakage to earth on one feeder at the extreme
end remote from the source of supply will cause 400
amperes of leakage current to flow in the faulty feeder
and 400 amperes of load current in the sound circuit.
This results in an inactive condition of the relays at the
end adjacent to the source of supply. If the reverse
relays at the remote end are connected for circulating
current they will operate by change in relative quantity
of the current in the feeders. If connected for straight
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reversal, the relays at this end will likewise remain
inoperative.

Disconnection of the faulty feeder at the remote end,
however, still leaves the two feeders balanced. To
permit the relays to discriminate correctly, it is obviously
necessary to allow more than 400 amperes to floiv to
earth. If the earthing resistance were capable of
passing, say, only 300 amperes, disconnection at the
remote end would immediately result in the healthy
feeder carrying the larger current, faulty disconnection
following therefrom.

When the neutral point of a star-wound generator
as earthed, the degree of protection afforded against
leakages to earth is dependent on the ohmic value of
the earthing resistance and the relay setting. Pro-
gressing along each phase winding towards the neutral
point, we have a decreasing difference of potential to
earth. Clearly, with a given relay setting and a certain
value of the earthing resistance, a point is reached
when insufficient current flows to operate the protective
device. It is difficult to say at what minimum voltage
a particular generator may break down to earth. The
author has reason to believe, however, that breakdown
corresponding to comparatively small potentials above
earth has resulted from mishandling and mechanical
damage. If it is intended that the relay should operate
with faults which develop at a point corresponding to
relatively low potentials, there is only one condition,
i.e. to have the neutral point solidly earthed. This
gives rise, however, to extremely large current values
with earth faults on the distribution system. If again,
the earth current is limited by the earthing resistance
to moderate values, there is a point on the windings
corresponding to a considerable pressure above earth,
beyond which there is no protection possible. For
instance, with a 6,600-volt 25,000-kw. three-phase
generator protected by a device having a 30 per cent
setting and its neutral point earthed through a resistance
capable of passing 1,000 amperes to earth, such a point
on the windings would correspond to 2,500 volts above
earth.

If the fault on the winding were dead earthed, 1,640 kw.
would be expended on the earthing resistance. Should
the fault develop into an arcing earth the maximum
energy expended destructively on the windings is
represented by 414 kw. The fault might, however,
originate at a point corresponding to the full potential
above earth and, if the arcing condition is maintained,

energy up to a maximum of 950 kw. may be released
for destructive purposes without operation of the relay.

If the protective device is capable of a 5 per cent
setting, the inoperative stage is reached at a potential
corresponding to 420 volts above earth, or, with the
fault "dead earthed,'' 46 kw. are expended on the
earthing resistance. If from this stage the arcing earth
develop, the maximum energy liberated for maintenance
of the arc is only n kw.

Systems of protection depending for their action on
the difference between the output and input of the pro-
tected circuit may be set to operate with leakage currents
substantially less than the full load of the circuit, and
particularly so with arrangements of the circulating
current system. Systems involving special cable designs
may be constructed to operate with small leakage
currents ; such arrangements might operate on un-
earthed systems where the earthed capacity current
had a value of a few amperes.

The question occasionally arises as to whether the
neutral point should be earthed through reactance or
resistance. There is a natural tendency to consider
favourably the use of reactance on the score of price
and compactness. Full consideration should, however,
be given to the possible effect of the reactance on the
operation of reverse current devices where these are
dependent on the potential of the system for their
determining action. If. the excitation for the reverse
relays protecting the remote end of parallel feeders is
taken from the star potential of the system, and the
currents in the potential and current coils are sub-
stantially in phase, a fault on one phase to earth on
either feeder with reactance in the neutral point may
cause the current and potential vectors to assume
positions 90 degrees apart. This will for the particular
fault conditions result in non-operation of the relays.

Where the excitation is taken from the delta potential,
and the current in the potential coil is in phase with
its potential, the relative vectors might be displaced
sufficiently to operate the relays of healthy feeders on
forward current and leave the relay of the faulty feeder
inoperative with reverse current. Various modifications
of the connections involved and of the relative dis-
position of the current and potential vectors may be
made which will lessen the tendency of the relay to
operate incorrectly. The foregoing, however, is illus-
trative of the problems which must be taken into account
when employing reactance in the neutral.

DISCUSSION BEFORE THE INSTITUTION, 29 APRIL, 1920.

Dr. C. C. Garrard : The methods of protection de-
scribed in this paper are based upon the biased principle,
-which was originally, I believe, developed by Mr. Wed-
more, and we must give credit to him for his excellent
pioneer work in that direction. The author's system is
really a differential biased system. I have given con-
siderable attention to it, and I am of the opinion that
it will eventually replace, to a very large extent, many
of the existing ones. If I may say so, the author is rather
obsessed with a passion for thoroughness, and has de-
scribed too many alternatives. We need not, however, be

frightened. The essential features are the relays, of which
there are three, and which are very simple. There is,
firstly, the beam balanced relay, which is a very simple
piece of apparatus illustrated in Fig. 35 on page 541,
and the reverse relay shown in several of the diagrams.
The beam balanced relay can be made a standard piece
of apparatus easily adjustable, having the fulcrum so
arranged that the bias can be altered to suit the circum-
stances of any case. I think it is very much better,
wherever possible, to alter the bias mechanically than
to use current transformers with varying windings. The


